Abstract-In this work, we stress the classification of volumetric textured images, i. e. three-dimensional (3D)texture. 2D classification is a field frequently treated in our days, passing through the statistical methods, the spectral transformations towards the parametric methods. The approach containing the matrix of two-dimensional and three-dimensional co-occurrence preoccupies many researchers in the field of characterization and classification of volumetric textures. The methods of forming 3D images become increasingly widespread as they provide the possibility of examining texture like volumetric phenomenon. Texture classification derived from volumetric data will have a better distinctive power than 2D texture derived from the data of the section. An experimental study was then undertaken in which the results for the devices of texture derived from 2D are compared with those obtained results using matrices of co-occurrence for volumetric data. The preliminary experimental results indicate that the devices of texture have a better distinctive power than 2D texture derived from the data of the section. This device is more robust in presence of noise than the method containing 2D texture derived from the data of the section.
INTRODUCTION
Texture is employed to characterize various information sources such as the surfaces of objects. The form of texture that the eyes observe is particularly useful to identify objects in (2D) two-dimensional images which provide only visual information. Although there is no accepted mathematical definition of image texture, we will define it loosely as repeated patterns of pixel values. With images containing normal texture, the models and their repetitions were modified by various forms of noise. Although the 2D images [1] are useful to capture the surfaces of objects, they contain little information concerning their internal structure. While this situation is satisfactory for many applications, the fields, for instance, of medical imaging and seismic analysis are more concerned with the interior of objects than with their surface. The third special dimension is necessary to capture the internal structure sufficiently. Considering that a 2D image is a 2D trellis element of image (Pixel), a volumetric image (volume) is a 3D trellis of the volumetric Pixel (voxels). With images with three dimensions, texture can be employed to identify objects with their internal structure. Volumes are often treated as a series of 2D images. The 2D devices of texture are calculated for Pixel in each section. Unfortunately, by treating volumes as a series of separate 2D sections, the information of texture through the sections is ignored. Various methods to calculate the devices with three dimensions of texture were developed to include this extra information of texture. These methods include the use of the filters of laws, the matrices of Co-occurrence [2, 3, 4] , the matrices run-length , the wavelets [5] , the sub-band filtering , and a combination of the matrices of Cooccurrence and wavelets.
The first part presents the methodology describing the 2D matrices and the 3D Co-occurence. The second part is interested in the database of volumetric textures. The third exposes the principle of the classifier containing the Euclidean distance. The fourth presents the superiority of the method of classification containing the volumetric aspect of the traditional method containing exploration of the 2D data, as well, this part treats the robustness of various methods against the Gaussian noise.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Description of Two-dimensional Co-occurrence Matrices
In this part, one speak about the matrix of co-occurrence or the method of space dependence on the levels of gray. In fact, it makes it possible to determine the frequency of appearance of a formed "distance" for two pixels separated by a certain distance D in a particular direction. In order to limit the number of calculations, one generally takes 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180° as values and 1 for the value of D [5] . Additionally, various attributes containing the matrix of cooccurrence. The most used one is: Inertia 
B. Description of Co-occurrence Matrices for volumetric Data
Description of Approach: Co-occurrence Matrices for Volumetric Data. We present an approach for calculating cooccurrence matrices: Co-occurrence Matrices for Volumetric Data. Co-occurrence matrices for volumetric data are matrices that are able to capture the spatial dependence of gray-level values across multiple slices, whereas the twodimensional co-occurrence matrices capture the spatial dependence of gray levels within a specific slice (scan). A co-occurrence matrix for volumetric data is an n x n matrix, where n represents the number of gray-levels within an image. For reasons of computational efficiency, the number of gray levels can be reduced if one chooses to bin them .Thus, the size of the co-occurrence matrix is reduced. Like the traditional co-occurrence matrices, this matrix also acts as an accumulator so that P [i , j] counts the number of pixel pairs having the intensities i and j. However, this matrix is defined by specifying a displacement d = (dx, dy, dz), where dx and dy are the same as described for 2D co-occurrence matrices, and dz represents the number of pixels moved along the z-axis of the three-dimensional image. We take the resulting matrices and quantify the spatial dependence of gray-level values by calculating the Haralick textural features mentioned in the previous section. A volumetric (3D) texture that is composed of several slices .connected together" by the z axis. In other words, when we have the third dimension, we are no longer using the four directions and the five distances. In the volumetric case, there are 26 directions and only 13 are different. In addition to the 13 directions, we are using 4 distances (1, 2, 4, and 8). Therefore, if θ is measured in the XY plane starting at 0 in the positive x direction, and φ is measured .above" and .below" the XY plane as shown in Figure 1 ,the 13 directions and their corresponding displacement vectors (d = (dx, dy, dz)) can be described as shown in Table 1 (D = distances =1). IV. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM In this case, we proceed to the simplest algorithm. For each texture of reference, one measures the distance between the characteristic vector which one seeks to classify and each vector characteristic of texture of reference. One repeats, then, this operation for each texture of reference. The vector to be classified will be assigned with the texture for which this distance is minimal. Another classifier can be studied in this part: We keep in memory the three weakest distances and make a vector out of them. We calculate, then, the standard of this vector. This operation is repeated for each texture of reference. The vector to be classified will be assigned with the texture for which this standard is minimal. The difference between classifiers comes from the definition of .distance". The two first ones will be called classifying simple Euclidean (ES). The normal Euclidean classifier (EN) simply uses the Euclidean distance. The third, which one will name classifying (EB) balanced balances this Euclidean distance by the variance of the feature vectors associated with the texture of reference considered. With this classifier, for a texture of reference K and feature vectors, the distance l k d , between the vector characteristic 1 of the texture of reference K and the vector test is given by:
The index i is the component count of the vectors, K is the index of the texture of reference, and 1 = 1..., N the index of the vector characteristic of texture K, if one has N vectors characteristic. Along this work, one will use the Euclidean classifier (EN).
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to seize this study well, one will put oneself within the framework of this work and will apply our basis of texture to the methods of classification presented previously.
In this section, we consider a totality of 30 volumetric textures different from the dimension (64x64x64) and extracted from the site quoted previously. A. Superiority of the method of classification containing the volumetric aspect In this work, we compared the two methods of classifications of the volumetric base of texture described previously. The first method of classification (GLCM 2D) is based on the decomposition of volumetric texture in the units of 2D sections. In this case, we classify a whole of 2D textures. The matrix of 2D co-occurrence of each texture is calculated to extract the various attributes. Then, we calculate the means of the attributes of each volumetric texture so as to describe a vector of description. The Euclidean classifier described in the preceding section is the basic classifier that leads to a percentage of classification. The second method of classification (GLCM 3D) is based on the concept of the third dimension. A 3D texture is a whole of voxel. The matrix of tridimensional co-occurrence is calculated to extract the attributes of Haralick [6] . The vectors of classification of different 3D cubes are classified with the same classifier used by the first method. The classification derived from volumetric data has a more significant percentage of classification than that of classification of 2D texture derived from slice data.
B. Superiority of the 3D GLCM ethod of classification for Noised texture
In this part, one will classify the base of data which contains the same volumetric textures, except when they are noised with a Gaussian noise =5db. One uses the two methods of classifications described previously (GLCM 2D and GLCM 3D) for the two databases (without noise and with noise = 5db).
The following table contains the percentages of classification for each method and for each base of data. It is noticed well that the percentage of classification decreases while passing from the database without noise towards the noised database. The preceding diagram shows that the method of classification with a volumetric aspect is less sensitive to the noise than the two-dimensional method. For the GLCM 2D method, the rate of classification is decreased by 8% (from 54% to 46%) while passing from the base without noise towards the noised base. On the other hand, for the GLCM 3D method the percentage of classification decreases only by 2% (from 57.33% to 55.33%) for the same database.
This stresses the superiority of the GLCM 3D classification method for the classification of the volumetric texture of noised base.
VI. CONCLUSION
The presented study compares the two aspects of characterization (two-dimensional and three-dimensional) to classify volumetric textures. The first aspect is based on the GLCM 2D classification method. The second aspect is that we process the volumetric data as whole of voxel. This method (GLCM 3D) gives a percentage of classification better than the 2D method. The rate is increased from 54% for the two-dimensional method to 57.33% for the method of volumetric modelization. This emphasizes the superiority of the methods of characterization containing the aspect of three-dimensions for the classification of a volumetric base. Another point of this study is devoted to treat the influence of the noise on the classification of the same base of texture. Within this framework, a superiority of the method with the volumetric aspect is noted with the simple method. The rate of classification passes from 54% (bases without noise) towards 46% (SNR= 5db) for the method of GLCM 2D and thus a fall of 8%. In addition, the method of GLCM 3D the rate passes from 57.33% to 55.33%, and thus a fall only of 2%. Consequently, the study of 3D textures requires an extra effort to improve the rate of classification. One can indicate that the base of the data of volumetric texture plays a part in classification; as a matter of fact, an additional effort must be made in order to generalize this work for a great number of images in order to know the limit of the methods. Indeed, the application of classification to real applications such as industry, military and medical fields will show well the practical relevance of the methods
